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THE SIGNIFICANT CYLINDRICAL  CONDITION
AND A HAUSDORFF RECTIFIABLE SET

J.   C.  BRECKENRIDGE

Abstract. Area measures of the Geöcze type can be constructed

for continuous parametric surfaces of finite Lebesgue area pro-

vided the surface satisfies the significant cylindrical condition. It

is shown that requiring this condition is equivalent to requiring the

Hausdorff rectifiability of a certain subset of the range of the surface.

Introduction. The construction of area measures of the Geöcze type

for continuous ¿-dimensional parametric surfaces in «-space uses not

only the basic hypothesis of finiteness of area but, when 2<k<n, addi-

tional hypotheses as well. Thus the surface may be required to (a) belong

to the lower area quasi additivity class or, equivalently, (b) satisfy the

significant cylindrical condition (see [8]). These two hypotheses are

known to be weaker than requiring the ik+ l)-dimensional Hausdorff

measure of the range of the surface to vanish.

The purpose of this note is to show (Theorem 2.1) that if the surface

has finite Lebesgue ¿-area, then hypothesis (b) is equivalent to requiring

the Hausdorff ¿-rectifiability of a certain subset of its range.

1. Preliminaries. Let f:X—>-Rn be a continuous mapping of finite

Lebesgue ¿-area from a compact oriented ¿-dimensional C°° manifold X

with 2_¿5ín, and let A be a subset of A'.

A(«, k) will denote the set of all integer ¿-tuples A=(A,, • • • , Xk) with

l^Xx<- ■ -<4="- Corresponding to each such X, let pk be the orthog-

onal projection of R" onto Rk defined hy px(yx, • • • ,y„)**(yXl, ■ • • ,yx),

and set fx=p>. °f. The restriction of/ [resp.,/A] to a subset E of X will

be denoted by (/ E) [resp., (/", £)], and L will denote the Lebesgue

¿-area functional. Thus, L(f, £)=sup L(f, T), where the supremum is

taken over all finitely triangulable subsets T of E.

1.1. The commutative diagram
m I

X->M->R"

M,-^->Rk
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represents the monotone-light factorizations, /=/ ° m and f'=lx ° mx,

off and fx through their respective middle spaces M and Mx. It follows

from [4] (see also [7]) that L(f\ A)=L(fx, Af), where Ax denotes the

union of all maximal continua of constancy for/;' contained in the interior

of A. Hence, by [5] (see also [7], [8], [2]), the formula

(1) ßx(B) = inf L(f\ A O m-A(G))       (B <= Mx),

where the infimum is taken over all open sets G in Mx containing B,

defines a finite Borel measure ß, on Mx for which there are Borel sets Ex

satisfying

Ex <= m.fA) - mx(A*) c M„

(2) ßx(Mx - £,) = 0,

Lk[lk(B n Ex)] = 0   whenever B c Mx   and   ßx(B) = 0.

Here, A* denotes the frontier of A, and L,. denotes the Ac-dimensional

Lebesgue measure on Rk.

1.2. Let C-, be the ^-subset of M on which hx fails to be univalent. Then

(/ A) is said to satisfy the significant cylindrical condition (briefly, SCC) if

ßx[hx(Cx)]=0 for each X e A(n, k). This condition is necessary and suffi-

cient in order that the formulas

p.(B) = inf L(f\ A r\ m~\G))       (B c M),

where the infima are taken over all open sets G in M containing B, define

finite Borel measures p} on M satisfying

(3) fix(B) = nAhfXB)}       (B c Mx),

for each ¿ e A(jj, k). (See [8].)

Whenever (/ A) satisfies the SCC, p will denote the total variation

measure (with respect to the Euclidean norm) of the vector measure

[p/.X e A(n, k)]. Thus p is the lower k-area measure of (/, A). (See [8],

111.)
1.3. Hn will denote the /c-dimensional Hausdorff measure on £".

Corresponding to each X e A(n, k) and each subset £ of R", let

HX(E) = inf Hk(E-N),

DX(E) =   v e Rn: lim sup HX[E O s(y, r)]¡rk > o],
I 7— 0+ j

where the infimum is taken over all //^-measurable subsets A^ of Rn for

which Lk[px(N)]=0, and where s(y, r) denotes the open ball in Rn with

center j and radius r. H? is a metric outer measure on Rn, and DX(E) is a

Borel set.
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Corresponding to each X e A(n, k), let E} be a Borel set satisfying (2),

and define Borel subsets SÀ=SÀ(f A) and S=S(f, A) of M as follows:

Sx-hïKEjnt^iDJilohfXEj))},

s=   u  sx.
AeA(n.fc)

These sets were first studied with (¿, «)=(2, 3) by T. Radó [9].

1.4. Theorem.   IfH*[liS)]< oo, then if A) satisfies the SCC.

1.5. Theorem.   // (/, A) satisfies the SCC, then

(a) p;iM-S;)=0for each X e Ain, k),

(b) /a(A/-5)=0;
further, if there exists a Borel subset F of M satisfying both piM—F)=0

andHnUiF)]<œ, then

(c) H$[liS)]<cc,

id) H*[KBnS)]=0 whenever B<= M and piB)=0.

The proofs are the same as given in [2].

2. The rectifiability of /(S). Recall that a subset W of Rn is H\-

rectifiable if and only if HlniW)< oo and //^'-almost all of W is contained

in the union of a countable family of ¿-dimensional C1 submanifolds of Rn

[6, p. 267].

2.1. Theorem. (/, A) satisfies the SCC if and only if the set /(S),

S=Sif, A), is Hl-rectifiable.

Sufficiency follows from (1.4). The proof of necessity will follow from

(1.5) together with results from [5]. Notations concerning currents and

differential forms are those of [5] and [6].

Corresponding to each C00 mapping /: X->Rn, let v¿ be the current

valued measure on M defined by

■»i(g)(<P) =J (g°m)Aff(<p)

for each continuous real valued function g on M and each C°° differential

¿-form <p on Rn. By [5, 3.4] there is a sequence of C°° mappings/ that

converge uniformly to/, whose Lebesgue ¿-areas are bounded, and whose

associated measures vt converge weakly to a current valued Borel measure

v on M; moreover, v satisfies the conditions of the representation theorem

[5, 2.1-2.2]. In particular, there is a nonnegative integer valued Baire

function \v\ on M such that

(4) W(ß)=f        2     Hz)\dHkniy)<^
JR   :eBt-\i  '(a)
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for every Borel subset B of M. (Here, ||v|| denotes the total variation

measure of v with respect to mass.) Also, if £={ze M:|t?(z)|#0}, then

/(£) is //^-rectifiable.

It follows from [5, 3.6,4.1], (1), and (2) that if £ is a Borel subset of Mx,

then ßx(B)^\\v\\[fif1(B)]; hence, since (/ A) satisfies the SCC, and by

(3),

px(B) = px(B - Cx) = fix[hx(B - Cx)] <• H| (B)

for every Borel subset B of M and every X e A(n, k). Thus p is absolutely

continuous with respect to ||v[| and, by (4), p(M—F)=0. Finally, since

/(£) is //^-rectifiable, it follows from (1.5) that //^-almost all of l(S) is

contained in /(£) and, consequently, that l(S) is //^-rectifiable.

2.2. Remark. The preceding theorem also applies, for example, to

any continuous mapping g:ß—*-£" of finite Lebesgue k-area from a

fc-cell Q in Rk, provided (g, Q) satisfies the SCC. In fact, by the method

of doubling, there is a homeomorph A of Q contained in the jc-sphere Sk

and a continuous mapping /: Sk—>-Rn of finite Lebesgue k-area such that

(/, A) and (g, Q) are Lebesgue equivalent.
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